1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Every organization has to maintain its information security from Information Technology (IT) risks. The Information security aspect comprises confidentiality, integrity, and availability ([@bib36]). IT risk are related to threats and hazards due to extensive use of IT. Moreover, IT risk can cause unexpected damage and loss ([@bib32]). Risk affect the organization in both financial and non-financial aspects.

IT risks can be measured by various methods: quantitative, qualitative, and semi-quantitative. Methods that are purely qualitative and descriptive tend to produce a more subjective risk assessment. In addition, a quantitative method can eliminate a lot of information and is time-consuming as well as complicated to describe the risks in an organization ([@bib9]). A semi-quantitative measurement method combines both quantitative and qualitative methods. *Failure Mode and Effect Analysis* (FMEA) is classified as the semi-quantitative method. The Risk Priority Number (RPN) in FMEA supports the quantitative analysis of risk events. This method not only is found the highest risk accurately and quickly but also overcomes the concerns about losing information ([@bib39]). FMEA can evaluate the potential risk critically ([@bib19]).

FMEA is suitable for assessing IT risk ([@bib20]). FMEA provides common structures and languages that can be used in many types of organizations, for example: manufacturing and service industries, profit and non-profit organizations, private and public organizations, and government organizations ([@bib18]). The difference in measurement using FMEA of IT risks with other FMEAs lies in the risk objects researched. FMEA in IT aspects assesses risks in the information security aspect (confidentiality, integrity, and availability).

FMEA receives many criticisms from several previous studies regarding the consistency of risk assessment. The FMEA weakness points found include difficulties in finding risk potential root causes, evaluating risk factors accurately, defining scale criteria, which are not clear and doubtful, the non-linear 1--10 priority scales, subjectivity/human error, bias, time-consuming, the importance level of parameters which is similar, duplicated RPN duplication, and RPN formulation.

The higher the level of organizational dependence on IT, the higher the potential failure and its impact ([@bib20]). However, an organization needs proper FMEA and acquires a consistent measurement result. The impact of inconsistent risk assessment results is a critical aspect to be considered by the organization. If FMEA is improperly applied, the organization will perform an incorrect mitigation ([@bib34]). This might happen because the high-risk priority requires a higher cost and top priority treatment. On the other hand, the low-risk level requires low budget or can be ignored. The losses that the organization have experienced will be doubled if it was incorrectly measured**.**

Studies that combine the use of FMEA and information security risks are not that many ([@bib30]). Thus, FMEA in the IT field needs to be explored ([@bib16]). This study analyzed the consistency of traditional FMEA and Improved FMEA in IT Risk Assessment. The methodology used was action research (plan, act, observe, reflect), comprising two cycles. Action research 1 examined and proved the traditional FMEA consistency, while action research 2 included a critical analysis, synthesis of improved FMEA, and examination of the improved FMEA consistency. The stages of consistency analysis examined IT risks by two different teams in the same case study. Consistency measurement was based on the results of RPN score from each team. Both action research models presented the comparison of the RPN score from both teams based on the level of risk (very high, high, medium, low and very low). The difference in the amount of risk on each level from the results of both teams indicated that there was an inconsistency issue.

The theoretical contribution of this research is to prove the consistency issue of traditional FMEA in IT risk assessment. This research suggested a model (Improved FMEA) based on literatures and the result of consistency traditional FMEA; then this research also proves the improved FMEA consistency. The result of this research shows the comparison of the consistency of traditional FMEA and improved FMEA. Moreover, the practical contribution this study is to provide the guidance for improved FMEA that can be tested and tried to get more consistent risk measurement results.

2. Literature review {#sec2}
====================

2.1. Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------------

IT risk management is applied to protect IT assets such as data, hardware, software, personnel, and facility from both whole external threats (i.e., catastrophe) and internal threats (i.e., technical error, sabotage, unauthorized access) ([@bib2]). One method that has been widely used in measuring risks for over 40 years is Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA). FMEA was generally used by the aviation industry in the midst 1960s and is particularly used in safety or security issues ([@bib18]). FMEA is growing and can be used in various fields, including Information Technology. The difference in the use of FMEA is based on the risk object to be measured ([@bib16]). In addition, the focal point of risk measurement in this research is IT risks. FMEA in the IT field focuses on sensitive data and information security ([@bib18]). FMEA framework helps managers and technicians to identify potential failure modes, potential causes, and mitigation ([@bib29]).

FMEA uses Risk Priority Number (RPN) technique as well as linguistic terms to determine the impact of risk (severity), the possibility of risk (occurrence), and risk opportunities (detection). Scale determination does not have a specific procedure, so it can be determined using the customization of the risk team. The most commonly used range of criteria scale is 1--10 scale ([@bib35])**.** The RPN value is obtained by multiplying the value of the three parameters. Risks with the highest RPN values are assumed to be important risks and should get high priority handling compared to the risks with low RPN values ([@bib26]).

2.2. Related works {#sec2.2}
------------------

The FMEA method applied in risk management bears a consistency issue ([@bib4]; [@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib21]). A research conducted by ([@bib16]) proposed Information Security FMEA Circle that modified traditional FMEA methodology. Moreover, another research by ([@bib21]) examined the consistency of FMEA by assessing risks in different teams in a case study. The risk analysis steps are identification of the potential cause, severity, and risk detection in each critical asset. This research proves that the implementation of traditional FMEA is not consistent. Therefore, the result of the research is guidance to examine the consistency of traditional FMEA and Improved FMEA.

A research conducted by ([@bib11]) criticized the FMEA consistency by fixing each step in FMEA methodology. There are seven factors affecting the irregularity (FMEA Consistency) in the FMEA: knowledge, training, failure history, teamwork and synergy, time requirement, and control. This study provides guidance in synthesizing the improved FMEA framework, which is also supported by the results of a gap analysis of the methodology used by ([@bib21]).

The uncertainty of the RPN value can be analyzed from the uncertainty of risk assessment in each of these parameters: severity, occurrence, and detection ([@bib6]). The weakness of the RPN is that it did not consider the relative importance of the parameters, there was the duplicate RPN with the different combination, and the underlying risk implications could also be different, it was not easy to assess accurately, and the RPN formula could evaluate ([@bib8]). The FMEA weakness because of the large variety of combinations, so it could cause the duplication of RPN value. Duplicate RPN that had a low or high-risk impact had the same importance level to be targeted for risk mitigation ([@bib3]).

The new hybrid FMEA Model, which combines Fuzzy Preference Programming (FPP), Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs), and Fuzzy Graph-Theoretical Matrix Approach (GTMA), was proposed by ([@bib5]). This research purpose was to help the drawbacks of traditional FMEA and RPN. FPP was used to get the rank of risk causes from incomplete, improper, and reciprocal assessment comparisons. FCMs were to capture the causal dependencies among risk. Then, fuzzy GTMA was to assess the risk priority of failure modes by relating the interaction between risk causes. The limitation of this study was too quantitative, so the detail process and the risk analysis on cases were inadequate. In addition, the results of this study were dependent on the expert\'s point of view.

According to the results of the literature review conducted by ([@bib17]), FMEA\'s weakness lies in not having weight values because it has the same important level in each parameter. Previous researches combined Fuzzy and FMEA methods in risk assessment. FMEA is combined with Fuzzy method to overcome the weaknesses of FMEA in the same level problem in each parameter ([@bib17]). Those weaknesses are: (1) it was difficult to define functions that were relevant to risk factors because the language or terms were difficult to understand easily; (2) it required a high cost and long time-consuming in applying fuzzy; (3) a complex calculation by considering a lot of information loss in the risk analysis process. The fuzzy implementation is, in fact, still difficult and required a long time in the risk analysis process.

The number of studies that combines FMEA and information security risks is still limited ([@bib30]). The use of FMEA in the IT field still needs to be explored ([@bib16]). The consistency of traditional FMEA in the IT field has been proved by ([@bib34]). The results of this study prove the inconsistency problem of traditional FMEA. The final result of this research presented the synthesis FMEA framework based on the case study. However, the research had not yet reached the empirical testing phase and proved the consistency of the synthesis FMEA.

The difference between this research and the others is that this research explored FMEA in the IT field and testing traditional FMEA consistency issues in accordance with previous researches criticisms. Unlike traditional FMEA consistency testing conducted by ([@bib21]), who conducted risk assessment in the chemistry industry field, this research assessed the IT Risk. This research also provided recommendation solutions based on FMEA weaknesses by developing an improvement framework to improve FMEA. The improved FMEA consistency was tested in the same way as the traditional FMEA consistency methodology. Therefore, it could be seen that the reliability of improved FMEA was more consistent and better than traditional FMEA.

3. Methodology {#sec3}
==============

3.1. Research question and research object {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------

The purpose of this research was to prove the consistency of traditional FMEA and improvedFMEA. FMEA documents used by both teams as instruments for measuring IT risk were similar. The FMEA consistency was observed based on differences in the RPN value obtained. Based on the gap that became the background of research, the research questions are (1) How is the consistency resulted using Traditional FMEA?; (2) What is the result of synthesis FMEA framework to overcome the consistency Traditional FMEA?; (3) How empirical are the results of the Improved FMEA framework synthesis?

The first question was answered by testing the Traditional FMEA framework on two different teams in the same case study (Action Research 1) ([@bib34]). The second question was answered by aligning the identified FMEA weakness points, diagnosing the causes, and providing the recommendation for solutions. The result of the alignment was improved FMEA, which was an improved model of traditional FMEA. The third question was answered by testing the Improved FMEA framework on two different teams in the same case study (Action Research 2).

The research object was a ministry of the government in Indonesia that has critical information technology assets. The use of IT in the ministry\'s government was used to improve performance and service to the citizen.

3.2. Action research cycles {#sec3.2}
---------------------------

This study was conducted by two action research cycles ([@bib13]; [@bib25]). Action Research 1 was to examine the traditional FMEA consistency, and Action Research 2 was to examine the improved FMEA consistency as a recommendation for solutions. There were two teams of FMEA, each comprising three members. The FMEA team was the combination of a section chief, a senior employee, two IT practitioners, and a researcher as the coordinator of FMEA team.

3.3. Action research 1 {#sec3.3}
----------------------

Action Research 1 had 4 stages. The explanation is as follow:•*Plan.* Planning was done by designing traditional FMEA risk assessment scenarios, which was conducted by two different teams. The design of a risk assessment scenario consisted of identifying business processes and building an asset-based threat profile, and identifying infrastructure vulnerabilities by following the methodology of Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) ([@bib1]). Scenario analysis in IT risk analysis is by identifying IT risk, making a risk assessment by two teams, prioritizing risks, and comparing the result (gap analysis) ([@bib21]).•*Act.* Implementating the research scenario with team FMEA.•*Observe.* Collecting the data during the implementation of the research scenario.•*Reflect.* Analyzing the gap as the input for the next action research (improved FMEA synthesis).

3.4. Action research 2 {#sec3.4}
----------------------

Action research 2 had 4 stages. The explanation is as follows:•*Plan.* The research scenario plan was to synthesize and test improved FMEA. This stage was also included in the scenario to get the conclusion regarding the comparison between the results of traditional FMEA and improved FMEA. The phases of the FMEA framework synthesis followed the methodology developed by ([@bib11]):a)*Critical analysis in each identified process.* The results of this stage are FMEA weaknesses that need to be considered in the FMEA process. Critical analysis was done based on FMEA documents.b)*Diagnose the possible caused.* A literature study was conducted regarding the possible causes of these weaknesses. The results of the gap analysis would be an additional reference to strengthen the diagnosis of the causes of these weaknesses.c)*Recommendation solution.* Improvements were made by aligning weaknesses identified, possible cause diagnosed, and recommendation solution in accordance with previous research.d)*Validation.* At the initial stage, validation and verification of traditional FMEA documents were done by two IT practitioners, then validation of Improved FMEA was done by experts in the field of risk management who already had certification.•*Act* Implementing what was based on the research scenario.•*Observe.* Collecting the data during the implementation of the research scenario.•*Reflect.* Analyzing the result differences obtained from the two teams. This stage was the conclusion from the two action research cycles that have been implemented.

3.5. Traditional FMEA research framework {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------

This research used traditional FMEA framework for Action Research 1. Traditional FMEA comprises five general stages, namely identifying potential failures and impacts, determining severity, determining the frequency of occurrence, detecting failures, and calculating RPN values ([@bib31]; [@bib33]). These general stages are explained in more detail in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ([@bib18]).Figure 1Traditional FMEA.Figure 1

The FMEA method is a general framework that can be used to measure various risk objects. This research used the OCTAVE method to identify IT risks. The OCTAVE method was able to define IT risks associated with critical assets in the organization ([@bib1]). The initial stage was to identify the business processes and related products (critical assets) with the OCTAVE method. The OCTAVE stage was to build an asset-based threat profile and identify infrastructure vulnerabilities. Brainstorming the failure (risk identification) using the FMEA and OCTAVE methods were aimed to determine the failure that could occur. Stages of risk identification were carried out by identifying threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks ([@bib16]). The risk identification result was the FMEA document, which contained a risk register accompanied by an impact and a potential cause. The FMEA document used as a reference was the American Society for Quality (ASQ), which was adapted to ISO 27001([@bib28]; [@bib33]).

Risk assessment was based on the severity, occurrence, and detection values carried out by the FMEA team. The scale used was the 1--10 scale as the most commonly used. The next step was to calculate and to prioritize the highest urgency risk. Prioritizing risk assessment was based on risk level (very high (VH), high (H), medium (M), low (L), and very low (VL)). The risk level is a reference for the elimination or reduction of the high risk of failure mode. The next step was to calculate the RPN value as reduction or elimination failure modes using [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. However, this research focuses on the consistency of FMEA as a risk assessment method.

4. Result and discussion {#sec4}
========================

4.1. Action research 1 (AC1) {#sec4.1}
----------------------------

### 4.1.1. Traditional FMEA consistency results {#sec4.1.1}

Risk identification results obtained 37 risk registers that have been adapted to the traditional FMEA framework. The research results on the Action Research 1 cycle found that there were differences in RPN between the two teams ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the risk assessment by both teams, significant differences in the value of each parameter occurred at the detection, severity, and occurrence. RPN results at a very high level in Team 1 were 3 risks, while 7 risks registered by the Team 2. At the top three, both teams had similarities in defining risk. The other differences were based on the dynamics of giving risk scale for each parameter.Figure 2RPN results of action research 1.Figure 2

The difference in assigning risk scale to the same type of risk indicated a consistency issue. In the severity parameter ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), there were some differences, which were a big gap from risk assessment between two teams. At the HW02 Risk ID, Team 1\'s severity risk scale was 6, while Team 2\'s was 1. At the HW10 Risk ID, Team 1 determined 7 for severity risk scale, while Team 2 determined 1 for severity risk scale.Figure 3Comparison of risk assessment in Severity parameters (Action Research 1).Figure 3

The difference in assessing severity scale certainly had a significant effect on the results of risk prioritization. The level of importance of each parameter (severity, occurrence, and detection) was identical (linear). Therefore, if it was multiplied by other values, it would greatly affect the amount of RPN obtained.

The difference in risk assessment between the two teams in the occurrence parameter was not significant ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This proved that both teams understood the risk events that occurred in their environment well. The risks in an organization\'s environment could be predicted based on the level of occurrence by defining a time span scale.Figure 4Comparison of risk assessment in Occurrence parameters (Action Research 1).Figure 4

The detection parameter had the highest level of difference compared to other parameters ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). As one example of the risk with the HW01 and HW 02 Risk IDs, Team 1 determined the detection scale 10, while Team 2 determined detection scale 1. The gap in determining the detection scale by both teams gave a significant difference in the RPN. The consistency of the two teams in assessing the detection parameter was influenced by subjective issues. Subjective issues, that were intended, were only based on experience and knowledge from the informants. Thus, measuring detection parameters required tools such as event monitoring tools. With these tools, teams could provide an assessment in accordance with existing data, and the accuracy of the risk assessment would increase.Figure 5Comparison of risk assessment in Detection parameters (Action Research 1).Figure 5

### 4.1.2. Gap analysis of team 1 and team 2 {#sec4.1.2}

Comparisons were made based on the parameters of differences or factors that had been stated in ([@bib11]). There are several factors that affect the FMEA irregularity in risk assessment, including in terms of knowledge, risk assessment team, training, failure history, and completion time ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This research also added a comparison of the parameter scales.Table 1Gap analysis.Table 1FactorsThe Difference*(Current Practice)What is Best Practice?*Parameters scaleThe gap sequence of the IT risk measurement parameters was detection, severity, and occurrence.The parameters scale could be limited to save time in assessing risk. It was also more effective in getting reliable measurement results. ([@bib22])People (FMEA Team)Each action research assesses by two teams. The team 1 consisted of IT Practitioner, Section Chief, and Coordinators. The team 2 consisted of IT Practitioner, senior employees (operator), and coordinator.This matter was already suitable for the results of research conducted by ([@bib21])*.*Time CompletionThe team 1 took a long time to measure risk compared to the team 2.Risk assessment required estimated time and job division. ([@bib18]). The risk assessment should be less than 90 min ([@bib11]).TrainingEach team has got an explanation of how to use the FMEA method. The informant also attends the training which is held once a year.Provide training on the use of the FMEA method to measure IT risk to the FMEA team ([@bib11]). All members should know about the IT aspect in the organizations.KnowledgeThe case study had never been to assess an IT risk. The informant\'s educational background was not from the IT field.Failure HistoryThe failure history factor was based on the informant\'s experience and knowledge.

Gap analysis can be defined by determining the difference between current knowledge or practice (current practice) with evidence of best practice ([@bib15]). Gaps can occur in the scope of knowledge, skills, or practical. A gap analysis is a technique that can help identifying the current situation with the conditions achieved by completing the gap. Gaps can be complemented with several solutions for existing differences as required or intended conditions. In this case, the gap analysis was the input to continue the cycle of Action Research 2.

4.2. Action research 2 (AC2) {#sec4.2}
----------------------------

### 4.2.1. Improved FMEA (planning stages) {#sec4.2.1}

Improved FMEA is synthesis based on the literature review according to the weaknesses of traditional FMEA. Improvements were made by aligning the weaknesses, diagnosing of causes, and providing recommendation solution ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The critical analysis results in the FMEA weakness points for each step of the FMEA process. The FMEA weakness points found are in the form of the difficulties in finding risk potential root causes, difficulties in evaluating risk factor accurately, definition of scale criteria that was not clear and doubtful, non-linear 1--10 priority scales, subjectivity/human error, bias, time-consuming, similar importance level of the parameters, duplicated RPN, and RPN formulation.Table 2Alignment of weaknesses, causes, and recommendations.Table 2WeaknessDiagnose the possible causedRecommendation SolutionThe difficulties in finding risk potential root causesDefining sources of threats that were not appropriate ([@bib6]; [@bib17]).[Source of threat categories]{.ul} in the risk register ([@bib6]).The difficulties in evaluating risk factor accuratelyThe many variations of scenarios that affect the identical RPN results. ([@bib27])Definition of scale criteria was not clear and doubtfulThere was no specific procedure for determining the criteria scale ([@bib35])**.**[Reduction of the range of the parameter variable (Scale)]{.ul} ([@bib22]). They have categorized the scale of severity risk into 3 risk types, namely service/operational, media attention, and regulation.The non-linear 1--10 priority scalesThe team needs to think longer in determining the right scale because of the many considerations of the right numbers in the 1--10 scale. ([@bib22]; [@bib26]).Subjectivity/human error, BiasThere was no guidance about team FMEA ([@bib24]). Knowledge and experience ([@bib3]; [@bib12]).[Procedure for establishing a FMEA team]{.ul} ([@bib1]; [@bib14]; [@bib18]; [@bib21]), [Training]{.ul} related to FMEA methods and introduction to IT risks ([@bib11]).Time-consumingThere was no time limit on the IT risk assessment ([@bib14]).[estimated time]{.ul} and division of tasks ([@bib18]). [No more than 90 min]{.ul} ([@bib11]).The importance level of parameters was the sameThere was no value variable, which was the main key that might be used in the analysis ([@bib17]; [@bib38])*.*Severity and occurrence values were the [main keys]{.ul} that might be used in the analysis compared to detection (D) parameters ([@bib38]).The RPN formulationThe formula was too simple because it considered the same level of importance. ([@bib26])Duplicated/Identic RPNA large number of variations in RPN values (max = 1000). ([@bib3])[Reduction the range of the parameter variable (Scale)]{.ul} ([@bib22])

The solution recommendations in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} became a reference in synthesizing the improved FMEA model. Improved FMEA in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} had more detailed stages and included strategies that could minimize the traditional FMEA weaknesses. The Improved FMEA Model consisted of four main stages (determination of risk assessment requirements, risk identification, risk analysis, and evaluation, and recommendation control documentation).•Identify ContextThis stage determined the risk assessment scope. The target system described and asset identification([@bib16]). The determination of critical assets was categorized based on hardware, software, people, data, and network ([@bib1])*.*•Identify Business ProcessBusiness process analysis was carried out to understand the current system performance ([@bib18]).•Establish FMEA TeamFigure 6Improved FMEA model.Figure 6

This stage determined the parties involved in the risk assessment. The following was the procedure for establishing the FMEA team:aTeam Size: The number of odd teams helped and facilitated the voting calculation process. A minimum number was 3 people in a team([@bib1]).bTeam Member: There were at least two expert technicians in the FMEA team to balance significant individual differences in crucial risk decisions ([@bib21]). Each team consists of multidisciplinary members so that the team can understand the process analyzed well ([@bib14]). Other criteria that need to be considered were ([@bib1]): (1) people who knew the types of information related to assets in the organization, (2) people who knew how to get this information, (3) people who were committed to making time for risk measurement.cTeam Coordinator: A team coordinator should control and coordinate the risk assessment process. The tasks of the coordinator team were ([@bib18]): (1) organizing and facilitating meetings including FMEA schedules and documents to be filled out, (2) ensuring that the team concerned was present, (3) ensuring the success of risk assessment until completion.•Determine Assessment Model

This stage determined the design of FMEA documents along with the criteria scale used in risk assessment([@bib7]). Following were the modifications made for the assessment method:aAdded the source of threat categorization (*people, process,* and *technology*) in the risk register. Looked for the root cause that was rarely seen in a system component ([@bib6]). The source of threat categorization could minimize ambiguity in understanding failure*.*bRemoved the detection variable in risk assessment. The justifications for the removal of detection variables were:1)Severity and occurrence values were the main keys that might be used in the analysis compared to detection (D) parameters ([@bib38]).2)Detecting risk was required tools, while in the case study, there were no detection tools, such as the event monitoring tools. This also reduced the team\'s effort to apply risk assessment and speed up the risk assessment process.3)Referring to ISO 31000, the important variables in measuring risk were the probability (occurrence) and consequences (severity).cIn Potential Effect of Failure column, used the criteria scales categorization (operational/service, media attention, and regulation) ([@bib37]).dCurrent compensating controls (Compensate Vulnerability) consists of preventive control and detective control([@bib23]). [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} showed an improved FMEA document design.Table 3Improved FMEA document.Table 3CodeCritical Assets(impact)\
Potential Failure Modes (s)Potential Effect(s) of FailureSEV(threat)\
Potential Cause(s)/Mechanism (s) of FailureSource of ThreatOCCCurrent Compensanting Controls (Compensate Vulnerability)RPNPreventive ControlDetective Control\<asset code\>\<asset name\>\<final impact of failure/risk\>Severity of service/operational, media attention, regulationThreat*\<people, process, technology\>*Prevention*Monitoring*[^1]eCriteria scale of Severity and Occurrence

The severity criteria scale had been customized with risk categorization in potential effect(s) of failure column ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the measurement instrument was in accordance with the intended risk. Occurrence scale criteria were used as an instrument for assessing the frequency of potential failure ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).fRisk LevelFigure 7Severity scale criteria.Figure 7Figure 8Occurrence scale criteria.Figure 8

The risk level was used as a reference to categorize the urgency and the unurgency risk ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).•Training/Procedure UnderstandingFigure 9Risk level.Figure 9

The facilitator explained the detailed steps in analyzing and assessing risk using the FMEA method ([@bib11]). The training brought together the perceptions and knowledge of team members on the IT risks to be assessed ([@bib7]).•Brainstorming Potential Failure

The initial stage taken to measure risk was the identification of critical assets by collecting data related to existing conditions. Stages in identifying existing conditions were by building an asset-based threat profile. After that, identify infrastructure vulnerability([@bib1]).•List of Risk Register

The results of potential failure brainstorming obtained in the previous stages were included in the FMEA document, in which its format has been provided. Thus, a risk register was ready to be used at the next stage.•Assess Each Parameters Risk

The parameters used were severity and occurrence*.* The assessment referred to the design of FMEA documents that have been compiled, and the assessment time was not more than 90 min ([@bib11]).•RPN Calculation. The calculation of RPN in improved FMEA used [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$RPN = severity \times occurance$$•Risk Prioritization

This stage sorted the RPN value from the largest to the smallest and determined the risk level. This risk level determined the risk that could be ignored or accepted, eliminated the source of the threat, mitigated risk, or monitored the source of the threat.•Recommendation Control Documentation

This stage was documentation for risk evaluation on the sustainability of risk assessments that have carried out control recommendations.

### 4.2.2. Validation {#sec4.2.2}

The validation of traditional FMEA documents was performed by two IT practitioners, and then the validation of improved FMEA documents was performed by experts in the field of risk management. [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows the validation results for each modification stage in FMEA (improved FMEA).Figure 10Validation improved FMEA.Figure 10

### 4.2.3. Improved FMEA consistency results {#sec4.2.3}

A risk assessment by improved FMEA that used by both teams lasted less than 90 min. The team 1 completed the risk assessment within 40 min, while the team 2 within 30 min. This means that weaknesses related to time-consuming in the risk assessment process had been minimized. The shorter evaluation times also had an impact on minimizing subjective and bias issues. The longer evaluation time made the FMEA team following emotions and feelings in risk assessment ([@bib11]; [@bib18]).

Both teams produced RPN values that could be considered consistent ([Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Both of teams obtained the highest RPN amount 25 with an ID risk of 'NT03'. NT03 was the ID risk for network connectivity risk that decreased due to network failure. This risk classified as serious because it often happened almost every day, and employees feel uncomfortable with the situation. The team 1 categorized two risks in the medium to the high level, three risks in medium level, 13 risks in low to medium level, and 18 risks at a low level. The team 2 categorized three risks in the medium to the high level, two risks in medium level, 9 risks in low to medium level, and 22 risks at a low level.Figure 11RPN results of action research 2.Figure 11

The other difference was based on the dynamics of the answers in each parameter. In [Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, it could be seen that both teams had a small difference of severity parameters in some risks. In [Figure 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, it could be seen that both teams were not too different from assessing the occurrence parameter compared to the severity parameter. Risk assessment of severity parameters had many different than the occurrence parameter.Figure 12Comparison of risk assessment in Severity parameters (Action Research 2).Figure 12Figure 13Comparison of risk assessment in Occurrence parameters (Action Research 2).Figure 13

The similarity of severity assessment was more similar in the action research 2 than the action research 1. The difference in the severity parameters of the action research 2 that occurred at some risk was not in too long gaps. This was also influenced by the scale range, where it was 1--5 scales. The action research 1 used a 1--10 scale. The difference in the occurrence parameters of both teams in the action research 2 did not have a big difference compared to action research 1. In both action research cycles, both teams correctly understood the organizational environment so that they could provide the right assessment. The occurrence assessment of both teams has more similiarities compared to other parameters.

Both teams received training related to improved FMEA procedures. This training was very helpful in equating perceptions among team members regarding improved FMEA procedures and regarding the risks involved in the case study. The severity scale had been adjusted to the risks that existed in the organization. The severity level was divided into three categories of impact risk, namely service/operational risk, media attention risk, and regulatory risk. The severity parameters in risk assessment had been suitable with the risk assessment instrument by the categorization of risk. Modification of FMEA documents and criteria scale could minimize the weaknesses of FMEA, namely the difficulty of problem root finding and the difficulty of risk appropriately evaluation.

Traditional FMEA weaknesses related to the importance of parameters had been proved to be minimized by eliminating the detection variable. The main key in risk analysis was severity and occurrence parameters. In the results of the action research 1, the most significant difference in the dynamics of assessment parameters was the detection parameter. The elimination of the detection parameter also reduced the risk assessment time-consuming.

4.3. Comparison between action research 1 and action research 2 {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Action Research 1 (AC1) proved that traditional FMEA produced inconsistent values. However, Action Research 2 (AC2) proved that the FMEA weaknesses identified could be minimized. AC2 produced a consistent RPN. The comparison of the results of both action research is illustrated in [Figure 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}. There was a gap between the result of the risk level of AC1 and AC2 in the same team in the single study case.Figure 14Risk level action research.Figure 14

The sensitivity of AC2 was observed very high, especially at a very high-risk level*.* The traditional FMEA modification in AC2 considered could minimize the gap between team 1 and team 2. The focus attention on the RPN level was on a very high level. The very high level risk is the risk that has the highest urgency level to be mitigated, eliminated, or prevented.

The gap in AC1 at very high levels was 4 risks. In AC1, team 1 categorized the highest risk with 3 risks, while Team 2 acquired 7. Unlike AC2, both teams had the same number at a very high-risk level. This meant that the sensitivity of changes on this level was high. The improved FMEA framework proved to have a high impact on high-risk levels and provided more consistent results. On a high level, there was no significant gap in both action research cycles. Both action research cycles had a risk gap. Comparisons at the medium level in both action research cycles had no significant gaps. Both action research cycles had a gap value of both teams. Comparison at the low level both action research cycles had a smaller gap. The gap of AC1 was 6, while AC2 was 4. Sensitivity on the low level in AC2 was high. At the medium level, there was no significant gap in both action research cycles. The gap value of both research actions was 1.

Correlation analysis is a test tool used to determine how much RPN consistency produced by both cycles. This was related to the order of risk prioritization on each level of risk (VH, H, M, L, and VL). The results of the correlation analysis test using SPPS Inc 2017 were based on the Pearson correlation value*.* The description of the gap in the RPN scores for both teams is shown in the graph of scattered plots ([Figure 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"})*.* Based on a range of correlation level categories ([@bib10]), both action research cycles had not only a significant difference number of risks in risk level categorization but also a different risk order in each risk level categorization. Pearson correlation value in AC1 was 0.848 (very high correlation) whereas, in the AC2 was 0.937 (Near Perfect Correlation). AC1 in the scattered plot diagram in [Figure 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} showed that the gap between both teams was immense. The gap was illustrated by the spread of the RPN scores of both teams. The large gray area contained in the scattered plot illustrated the results gained. The results were not consistent. The black dots spread in all directions, whereas some dots away from the diagonal line.Figure 15Scatter plot action research 1.Figure 15Figure 16Scatter plot action research 2.Figure 16

The spread of RPN value by both teams is shown in [Figure 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}. The scattered plot AC2 diagrams showed that the gap was not too far between the teams. The gray area in the scattered plot of the AC2 was smaller or thinner than the gray area in the scattered plot of AC1. B lack dots in the scattered plot of AC2 were thicker than of AC1. The thickness of the point indicates that the dynamics of the RPN in both teams were almost identical, and the gap was not too big. The distribution of black points was also close to the diagonal line than the scattered plot of AC1. Thus, from the appearance of the two scattered plot diagrams, the level of consistency of improved FMEA was higher (more consistent) compared to traditional FMEA.

In terms of completion time, in AC1, there was no estimated time in the risk assessment, while in AC2; it was given an estimated time fewer than 90 min. In terms of knowledge and understanding of procedures, both action research cycles were given instructions equally on assessment procedures. However, AC2 was more systematic, and the training stages were included in improved FMEA model.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

Traditional FMEA, based on the results of the action research 1, proved inconsistent. The action research 1 produced a gap analysis as input for the next cycle. The action research 2 was proved that the results of risk assessment with improved FMEA were more consistent. The RPN results obtained by both teams in the second research action were similar. Based on the correlation test conducted, the Action Research 2 consistency was 0.937, which was categorized as a near-perfect correlation. The consistency of the Action Research 1 was 0.848, which was classified as a very high correlation. From these two values, it can be seen that the consistency of improved FMEA proves to be more consistent than traditional FMEA. It can be concluded that the weakness of FMEA can be minimized by applying the improved FMEA model.

Improved FMEA consists of four main stages, namely determination of the risk assessment requirements (context identification, business process identification, team establishment, assessment methods determination, and training), risk identification (brainstorming potential failures, listing risk register), risk analysis, and evaluation (assessing each parameter risk, RPN calculation, risk prioritization, and control recommendations). The synthesized FMEA framework has been validated by experts and tested in a case study. The stages of risk assessment parameters required an estimated time fewer than 90 min. The design of FMEA documents was modified by categorizing the failure effects into three parts, namely the services/operational, media attention, and regulation. The next modification will be the addition of a threat source variable, which consists of three categories, namely people, technology, and processes. The range of scale criteria used was a 1--5 scale. On the severity criteria scale, improved FMEA used a clear parameter based on the type of risk impact category (align with the failure effect). The parameter variables used were the severity and occurrence. The RPN formulation is severity time occurrence. The detection level was not included in the risk assessment but defined on the FMEA documents only (column of Current Compensating Controls).

The limitation of this research is the existence of memory issues because both implementations of action research were carried out in the same case study field. Future studies are expected to be able to test the comparison of traditional FMEA frameworks and improved FMEA in the same case studies and also in the different divisions or test both frameworks in the different case studies.
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[^1]: Significance of italics denotes that the team would choose one of these option (people, process or procedure).
